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ARMOR SCREEN CORP. LIMITED WARRANTY:   
 
RE:  ROLL-UP 
 
The Armor Screen fabric is warranted against defects in manufacture for 10 years 
prorated from purchase or acceptance. All mechanical assemblies and added structural 
components are warranted against defects for 3 years. Motors carry the respective 
manufacturer’s warranty. Defects must be reported immediately. The word “defects”, as 
used in this warranty, is defined as imperfections which impair the utility of the product.  
Armor Screen is not responsible for additional warranties extended by an Armor Screen 
dealer/subcontractor.   
 
Upon delivery, the screens will perform to test standards. Armor Screen’s only obligation 
under this limited warranty shall be to replace or repair, at its option, those parts, which 
are deemed defective.  Armor Screen does not warrant the survivability of the structure. 
This warranty applies under conditions of normal and intended usage and does not 
apply to defects that result from intentional damage, negligence, misuse, unreasonable 
use, or interchange with inferior parts. Armor Screen is intended as hurricane protection 
only and should only be deployed for short periods before and after the storm. Damage 
resulting from extended periods of deployment is not covered by this warranty unless a 
specific system is designed and intended for permanent deployment. 
 
Armor Screen makes every effort to include quality companion materials, however the 
warranty does not cover deterioration and/or peeling of finished surfaces due to 
exposure to the sun, salt, the elements or abrasions, including, but not limited to minor 
blemishes incurred in manufacturing, shipping and installation.   
 
An adjustment made under this limited warranty does not void the warranty nor does it 
imply an extension of the original warranty period. 
 
Claims must be made in writing to Armor Screen Corp., 2001-H North Congress Avenue, 
Riviera Beach, FL 33404 or current address.   

 


